Speech and Language
Purposeful Progressions
How to Make
My /j/ sound, as in “jump”
•
•
•
•

•

•

My lips are apart and pushed out
My teeth are close together
My cheeks are flat (holding no
air)
The tip of my tongue taps the
bumpy part right behind the
front of my teeth
The sides of my tongue are
touching the inside of my back
teeth
I turn on my voice - I can feel a
vibration when I put my hand on
my throat

Something doesn’t quite sound right…
Patterns you might see
1.

You may hear no sound at all, also known
as omission. This occurs when the
participant tries to make the sound, but
it is missing. For example: in the word
“jump” you may hear “ump” or in the
word “jam” you may only hear “am”.

1.

2.

You may hear another sound, also known
as substitution. This occurs when the
participant tries to make the sound, but
says a different sound instead. For
example: in the word “jump”, it could
sound like “dump” or in the word “jam”,
you may hear “zham”.

2.

Where do I hear my sound?
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Help me practice my sound!

In isolation “J”
In syllables “Ja”
At beginning of words as in “joy”
At the end of words as in
“badge”
In the middle of words as in
“project”
In phrases with words that have
/j/ at the beginning, middle and
end.
In sentences with words that
have /j/ at the beginning, middle
and end.
While reading with words that
have /j/ at the beginning, middle
and end.
In conversation with words that
have /j/ at the beginning, middle
and end.

Photo

3.

4.

5.

Mirror Work
Have them watch themselves in the mirror to make sure their lips are pushed out,
teeth are close together and cheeks are flat. You can help ensure cheeks stay flat
by putting your hands on your cheeks and slightly pushing on them. Practice
pushing out against the back molars, using your tongue like elbows to create a
groove down the center. Make sure they voice is turned on. Cue this by placing
your hand on your throat to feel the vibrations.
Make nonsense sounds with your child while adding the “j” sound
a. Put the /j/ sound in front of all the long and short vowels, jay, je, ji, jow and
joo. Then practice the /j/ sound at the end of the vowels, uj, aj, ij, oj, ej and
finally in the middle of the vowels, ijo, ayju, eja, ojee … you get the idea.
b. Your child will love to imitate siblings (or bother them) so have your older
children do this when they talk to them. They will be talking and it will make
the most adorable sibling moment.
Go on a sound hunt
Look at books, food, labels, billboards, signs, anything and everything in your
community or house and find words to practice that have the /j/ sound. Make
sure you look for more than just words that start with the /j/ sound, also find
words with the /j/ sound and the end and in the middle. Add those words and
make phrases like “ready, set, jump”. You can also make sentences like “Let’s go
see a magic show!” and “The car drove over the bridge.”
Memory
Print off /j/ sound cards and play memory. This is a great way to have your child
both practice the /j/ sound but also hear it from you and several other family
members, when you play it as a family. Here is a link to find /j/ cards to practice:
http://mommyspeechtherapy.com/?page_id=55
Raising Robust Readers - Sing the letter J song!
The name of the letter is j.
The sound of the letter is /j/.
J says /j/.
J says /j/.
Jump for joy now.
J says /j/.

Resources include: Libby Kumin and discussed in far greater detail in her book - Early Communication Skills for Children with Down Syndrome: A Guide for Parents and Professionals, How Does Your Child Hear and
Talk? courtesy of the American Speech–Language–Hearing Association and NDSS-Speech & Language Therapy Resource Guide provides an overview to “purposeful movement progressions”, Teacherpayteacher.com,
Slpmsb.blogspot.com, Mommyspeechtherapy.com, Home-speech-home.com, Raising Robust Readers
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